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‘So, what do you think, is this fee ‘okay’...?!’



- Does the client know what he wants, and do you?

- Are all of the conditions and assumptions clear?

- Has the budget and the planning been issued?

- Are you responsible for any of those?

- Do you want to be responsible? 

- And if not, then who will be?

- Which risks are identified for the project?

- Which risks are there for you, and are you prepared to take them?

- To which expenses are you willing to go to obtain the assignment?

- What will be the procedure for selecting the advisor?

- Etcetera, etcetera, etcetera...



CONTRACT

PROCESS

FEE



Contract Formation / Procurement

Lowest price

- Only a choice on price

- Limited requirements for the selection of tenderers

- Meticulously describe all products and services

EMVI

- ‘Economisch Meest Voordelige Inschrijving’

- Economical most viable offer

- Possible to use more selection criteria, especially process aspects 
such as time and money

- More subjectively in regards to quality and vision

- Vulnerable by assessment and protest



Contract Formation / Procurement

€

€

client



Fee / Considerations

- Process (scope, what (not) to do?)

- Risk factors (stop/go, consultation structure, complexity, unique?!)

- Is there competition during offer stage?

- Costs > hour rate and spending hours

- Other stakes than profit (revenue)

- Method of determination fee

- ‘Reliability’ client, advance

- Room to negotiate (‘+/- 10%’)

- …



SR’97 (art. 57)

> Determination consultancy costs. 

- as a percentage of the execution costs;

(according formula)

- on the basis of the time spent on the 

fulfilment of the commission;

- as a fixed sum agreed upon between 

the parties;

- according to any other criterion 

agreed upon between the parties.

DNR 2011 (art. 51)

> Determination consultancy costs. 

- as a percentage of the execution costs;

- (according formula)

- on the basis of the time spent on the 

fulfilment of the commission;

- as a fixed sum agreed upon between 

the parties;

- according to any other criterion 

agreed upon between the parties.

P = i x {1,5 x k + 4,54 / G' + 0,395}

Fee / Determination

(P = percentage \ i = cost index \ k = class \ G’ = fee base (mio €))



aantal/m2

 raming 

bouwkosten per 

m2/stuk 

klasse

kostenindex 

 i per

1 juli 2001

 raming 

bouwkosten 

constructie

 aftrek

 basis bouwsom 

voor honorarium

berekening 

 p 

 honorarium bij 

100% 

werkzaamheden 

zorgcentrum 900           1.250€             4 1,042 1.125.000€      6% 1.057.500€       6,81          72.059€              

horeca en retail 600           1.050€             4 1,042 630.000€         6% 592.200€          6,81          40.353€              

woningen, koop 35x100m² 3.500        950€                4 1,042 3.325.000€      6% 3.125.500€       6,81          212.975€            

woningen, huur 15x70m² 1.050        850€                3 1,042 892.500€         6% 838.950€          5,25          44.054€              

parkeren 115           23.000€           3 1,042 2.645.000€      9% 2.406.950€       5,25          126.391€            

8.617.500€      8.021.100€       6,18% 495.832€           

aantal/m2

 raming 

bouwkosten per 

m2/stuk 

klasse

kostenindex 

 i per

1 juli 2001

 raming 

bouwkosten 

constructie

 aftrek

 basis bouwsom 

voor honorarium

berekening 

 p 

 honorarium bij 

100% 

werkzaamheden 

zorgcentrum 900           1.350€             5 1,042 1.215.000€      6% 1.142.100€       8,35          95.324€              

horeca en retail 600           1.100€             4 1,042 660.000€         6% 620.400€          6,78          42.084€              

woningen, koop 35x100m² 3.500        1.000€             4 1,042 3.500.000€      6% 3.290.000€       6,78          223.173€            

woningen, huur 15x70m² 1.050        850€                3 1,042 892.500€         6% 838.950€          5,22          43.796€              

parkeren 115           25.000€           3 1,042 2.875.000€      9% 2.616.250€       5,22          136.578€            

9.142.500€      8.507.700€       6,36% 540.955€           

Fee / Determination



- Why should there be no price difference between architects?

- Cost Index since July 2001 (!?) on 1,042 (indexing?)

- Class provision is specific (and yet negotiating ground?!)

- Base with construction and installation deduction, partly arbitrary

- Charges; different building types, existing construction, interior, 
‘relationship discount’, third parties, etc. etc.

- In short; is and was not an exact determination of the advice costs. ' 

Fee / Considerations TM



aantal/m2
raming 

bouwkosten per 
m2/stuk 

klasse
kostenindex 

i per
1 juli 2001

raming bouwkosten 
constructie

aftrek

basis bouwsom voor 
honorarium
berekening 

p 
honorarium bij 

100% 
werkzaamheden 

1 100 €        1.200 3 1,042 €          120.000 6% €         112.800 14,01 €        15.798 

2 1.000 €        1.200 3 1,042 €       1.200.000 6% €       1.128.000 7,80 €        87.929 

3 10.000 €        1.200 3 1,042 €      12.000.000 6% €     11.280.000 5,09 €      574.625 

4 100.000 €        1.200 3 1,042 €    120.000.000 6% €   112.800.000 4,73 €    5.336.334 

5 1.000 €        1.200 1 1,042 €       1.200.000 6% €       1.128.000 4,67 €        52.668 

6 1.000 €        1.200 2 1,042 €       1.200.000 6% €       1.128.000 6,23 €        70.299 

7 1.000 €        1.200 4 1,042 €       1.200.000 6% €       1.128.000 9,36 €      105.560 

8 1.000 €        1.200 5 1,042 €       1.200.000 6% €       1.128.000 10,92 €      123.191 

Fee / Percentage



F0 < H < Amax

- The fee proposal is too high if the contract is not awarded.

- The fee proposal is too low if the firm goes bankrupt on this assignment.

;-)



How to offer a fee?

- Fixed amount (most common and a risk to the contractor)

- Percentage building cost

- Time (least uncertain for the contractor)

- Any other criterion (per m2/amount/result/…)

How to determine a fixed fee? 

- Percentage building cost

- Time

- Else (per m2/amount/result/…)

- Averaging

Fee / Determination



hrs.

h

h

h

h

h

h

h

h
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X

X
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Fee / Determination

XX total fee 



Cost control

Statement: 
- When responsible for cost control, then therefore in equal measure mandate to control.

Considerations and recommendations:
- What role and responsibility;

- Budget determination; is there any insight into the budget, and how that is determined?

- Estimate; who makes estimate, when and based on what data?

- Develop targeted experience, store and archive old cost estimates, budgets and offers.

- Have/know an ‘own’ cost expert.

- Be specific (SMART), only a ' € ' symbol with a number, says nothing…

- (Same goes for ‘m²‘ without additional info).



- Architect is not often involved or responsible for foundation costs (also called investment 
costs).

- Check (especially with private clients) what type of budget is meant. 

- Building cost, excluding grounds and VAT 

- or total investment costs including VAT (can differ factor 3+!)

- Governments (often) use budgets including VAT.

- As phases progress, the budget becomes more accurate and posts 'unforeseen’ decrease.

- Architects selections are sometimes written out on the basis of investment costs, therefore 
themselves responsible for allocation construction budget and fee.

Cost control











"if there's more than one way to do a job and one of those 
ways will end in disaster, then somebody will do it that way"

Edward A. Murphy (1918–1990)



Risk management

- Risk, any event having a negative effect on MOTIQ, or

- Risk, an unforeseen event that has an effect on the project

- Risk = Probability x Impact (x When)

- Estimations (PERT, Delphi method, experience data)

- Risk management for the project, phase, and activity

> Plan» Do» Check» Act



- Not a good attitude

> Ostrich

> Hope

> Superhero

- Good attitude

> Eliminate > take out chance a/o impact

> Reduce > reduce probability and impact

> Transfer > insure!

> Accept > do nothing (as a deliberate choice!)

> Contingency plan

Risk management



- Lay down: 

- Risk and consequences

> Description

> Moment of possible occurrence

> Signal to which the risk is recognized

> Consequences per MOTIQ aspect

> Consequences for the project result

- Detection measures

- Preventive measures (what to do / when / who / costs)

- Corrective measures

Risk management





X = chance of occurrence: 1: 0-5%  2: 5-10%  3: 10-25%  4: 25-50%  5: >50%

Y = damage-effect: 1: minimal 2: low 3: average 4: high 5: extreme

Z = X*Y





- Do not negotiate position

> Take a position, argue arguments, compromise, ‘bargain'

- Focus on mutual interests, not on positions

- Negotiators are people, so emotionally and unpredictably

- Search and use objective criteria

- Stay positive

Contract Formation / Negotiation



- Determining factors

> Knowledge and expertise

> Possession of (scarce) product/service

> Time is important in negotiations

> Hierarchical position(s), mandate, power of decision 

Contract Formation / Negotiation



- Who is at the table, in what role and with what competence?

- Is there a constituency, how is the constituency consulted?

- Purpose of the negotiations

- Is there a deadline for finalizing? 

- Practical matters (number of meetings, minutes, etc.)

- Beware of 'take it or leave it' situations

- Beware of unprepared/unannounced negotiations

- Never go alone!

Contract Formation / Negotiation










